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Mr Stink – Chapter 2 continued







LO: I can use fiction texts to retrieve information

Task 2: Quick retrieval 

1. What did Mother allow herself once a 
day?

2. Where did Dad hide the sausages? 
3. What did Dad tell Mum him and Chloe 

were talking about? 

Chapter 3:

1. How did Mr Stink eat the sausages? 
2. Why did Chloe stand a safe distance 

from Mr Stink? 
3. Why does Mr Stink not like the word 

‘tramp’?



LO: I can draw inferences, such as inferring character’s 
feelings, thoughts and motives for their actions.

These are long answers so we are only 
asking you 2 questions!

Task 3: Inference

1. Do you think Chloe has a better 
relationship with Dad than she does her 
mum? 

Make sure you refer to the text for 
evidence. 

2. Do you think Mr Stink and the Duchess 
are hungry? 
Make sure you refer to the text for 
evidence. 

Use the sentence starters! 

I think that…

I know this because…

This tells me that… 



Task 4: Book review

At home, find your favourite book. 

Make a book review telling the reader all 
about how great the book is! 

Include:

• Clues about the plot.
• Some of the main characters.
• Tell the reader some of the best 
exciting/dangerous/scary/funny details 
of the book.

• Give it a star ranking.
• Draw some helpful pictures so the reader 
can visualise the story.

• YOUR OPINION!







Task 5: Magnets

How much can you remember about 
Magnets from our Autumn term? 

1. Complete the crossword. 



Task 5: continued

2. In what ways do forces act on 
objects? 
3. What are the names of the poles on a 
magnet? 
4. Do you think that magnets are useful? 
Explain your answer. 
5. What do these words mean?

Attract:………………………………………………..

Repel:…………………………………………………..

Friction:……………………………………………....

Gravity:………………………………………………..

Opposite:……………………………………………….


